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Teaching Critical Thinking 
in the Basic Course* 
127 
Melissa L. Beall 
Concerned educators at all levels are often caught in a 
professional bind. On the one hand. business. industry. and 
educational reformers call for excellence in education. 
including the teaching of thinking. Indeed. the 1992 Goals 
Report of the National Education Goals Panel has identified 
reasoning and critical thinking as special areas of emphasis in 
two objectives: 
The percentage of students who demonstrate the ability to 
reason, solve problems, apply knowledge, and write and 
communicate effectively will increase substantially, and 
The proportion of college graduates who demonstrate an 
advanced ability to think critically, communicate effectively, 
and solve problems will increase substantially (Paul, 1993, 
p.20). 
The new Secretary of Labor, Robert Reich. claims that the 
"wealth of a nation is given in the quality of the thinking of its 
workers" (Paul. 1993. 1.2: 22). On the other hand. educators 
often proclaim that students don't and can't think. A recent 
memo from a department head in our college carried a 
warning that "critical thinking is a process ... children learn 
to think early. and if students come to the college/university 
level without the ability to think. it's too late for us to do 
anything." This is a frightening concept: that people can only 
*POrtioDB of this paper on the teaching of critical thinking have been 
used in other articles by this writer. 
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"leam to think" early in life, and teaching college students to
think is hopeless.
Another oommon complaint from educators is "I teach my
students to think, but it just does not transfer." fitig writer
believes not only that thinkin g con be taqht, but indeed, that
it slwuld be taught, in contett, at all levels of education.
fuiother strongpersonal convistion (supportd by the research
in critical thinking [d. Paul, 1991]) is that the transfer of
thinking abilities can and does occur, if the right classroom
strategies are followed. Unfortunately, Paul (1993) suggests
that the educational community does not focus on the process
of good thinking, but rather on the "end products of thought"
and educators do little to suggest the thinking/reasoning that
is the basis for the productt 1p. 28). In communication
courses, we may feel that we are teaching the process of
ftinkingheasoningbecause so much of whatis required of our
students, particularly in the basic course, involves a great
deal of analysis and application. Unless, however, instructors
focus on the thinking about the thinking (metacognition) that
ocsurs, there will be little transfer to other communication
activities, much less to other disciplines.
This paper provides one cours€ director's view of how the
basic communication course can facilitate students'abilities to
make connections between and qmong courses, activities, and
thinking, rather than merely focus on the end products of
thinking. Given the focus on the comnunication process, our
task should be easy, but it does not appear to be the case.
Sometimes we may attribute this difficulty to the approach
taken by some of our basic course textbooks. In our own basic
courge, we take the "practical" approach and have much
greater success with students. We see and hear evidence of
the kinds of thinking we hoped to see when our students draw
inferenees, moke comparisons, attd refer fp anrlisl specific
astivities throughout the semester. Discussions and papers
exhibit the students' search for reasons, evidence, and
criteria. Speeches, too, provide increasing evidence of careful
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thought and evidence to support views. Sle've tried a variety
of approaches over the past three years, and believe that a
focus on metacognition, specific instruction in critical
thinking, and a conscientious efrort to encourage shrdents to
make connections between classroom activities and other
classes and/or situations makes critical thinking instmction
meaningful to our students.
Mostbasic oourse textbook authors acknowledge the need
to address sritical thinking. Many authors look at critical
thinking from the perspective of formal logic that basic com-
nunication eonrse students (and their graduate student in-
stnrctors) often have trouble grasping, or at least have trouble
in applying to their own communicatioa activities. Pearson
and Nelson (1991) provide a chapter on critical listening and
critical thinking. The chapter covers listening, note-taking,
definitions of critical thinking, and attitudes that enconrag€
critical thinking. Much of the chapter is devoted to argu-
ments, fallacies, inferences, rules, tnrth, and validity. Others,
too, provide a formal reasoning or argumentation approach.
Gronbeck, MclGrrow, Ebninger, and Monroe (1990) include a
chapter on arEumentation and critical thinking. The phapter
prcvides background on atgurnentation, refutation, reasoning,
claims, evidence, fallacies, and proofs, and dirests the shrdent
to apply concepts through discussion questions and exercises.
Berko, Wolvin, and Wolvin (lgg2) briefly review reasoning
systems, vis-a-vis logic, reasoning, pbilosophical thought, and
conflicts btween reasoning systems. Verderber's newest text
(1991) address critical thinking and provide chapter questions
to direst the student to think critically. Zeuschner (1992)
includes both a chapter on critical thinking and an enphasis
on critical tlinking about the concepts covered throughout the
text Each of Zeuscihner's chapters also has a "critical thinking
box" and application questions and exersises. Most of the
latest texts address, in one way or another, the concept of crit-
ical thinking. Many of the new texts or revisions are looking
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at critical thinking from a more practical perspective (e.8.,
Zeuschner's t19921 critical thinking bxesl.
Increasing numbers of textbooks now include critical
thinking chapters and activities. Given the national emphasis
for "more critical thinking" and "more transfer" we really have
little choice but to address criticd thinking in the basic com-
munication courso. the difficulty lies not in teaching eritical
thinking, but in finding an approach that makes sense to the
students. Our goal should be to facilitate students' ability to
make connections between ideas and activities, and to use
good thinking/reasoning in their speaking, listening, and
writing.
Most educators believe that they are teaching students to
"think." And, more than likely, thinking oscurs in most class-
rooms. How much of that thinking is a natural part of the
stndent's md,us operand,i, and how much is the result of the
pedagogical methods utilized in the classroom is an issue.
Another issue is the extent to which students are provided
opportunities and assistance in making connections and
finding the interrelationships between and among concepts.
Individual instnrctors can promote ttrinking and can facilitate
the transfer of those thinking abilities to other areas, with
perhaps only a change ofperspective.
College/university students know how to think or they
would not be in college classes, for a ceilain amount of think-
ing is required to make it througb the educational system.
The problem lies in making students awarre of what, why, and
how they think. If we can teach students to think about their
thinking (be metacognitively aware) we can help them make
the connections between what we do in our classes and what
is expected outside the classroom. We can never assume that
thinking will automatically develop or transfer just because
teachers provide opportunities for thinking. Students must be
directly taught how to think within the specific communica-
tion sihration, and how that thinking can be applied to other
situations.
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DEFINTTIONS
Definitions of thinking, thinking skills, and thinking
strategies are nocessary. Elsewherp, this writer has defined
"critical thinking" as "the search for meaning." Others, too,
have similarly connestsd critical thinking and the making of
meaning. A thinking "skill" refers to such discrete thinking
abilities as classifying or categoizing, while thinking
strategies involve more complex operations such as problem-
solving (Beall, 1993, in press).
lEE THINKNG SKIJ,S MOST NEEDED
INIEE CLI\SSROOM
Talking about and even requiring knowledge, compre-
hension, application, analysis, slmthesis, and evaluation is
not enougfu, although using Bloom's Taxonomy (1966) is an
excellent basis for setting up the categories of cognitive skills
and objectives for class dissussions, activities, and exam ques-
tions. Many writere believe teachers ought to concentrate on
the how and why of classroom learning as much as on what is
to be learned. For example, Svinicki (1991) sugests that cog-
nitive psycholory provides practical suggestions for both
teachers and learners. She asserts that teachers have two
tasks: 0) to "organize the course and its content in a way that
is consistent with what we believe about how learning takes
place" and, (2) to 'help shrdents learn how to learn content, a
step in sophistication above the nere learning of content it-
self'(29). Also, Weinstoin and Meyer (1991) sugest that col-
lege teachers neod to fosus their teaching "not only on content
but on how to learn content in the context of particular
courses" (16).
Teaching "thinkingl is not the same thing as teaching
specific thinking skills or strategies. Each teacher should es-
tablish clear erpectations of students'thinking in each class-
181
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rot)m in order to better provide the appropriate instructional
methods and activities for the students in that particular
classroom. Beyer (1987) posits that it is extremely challenging
to select what thinking skilldoperations to teach. Brandt(1984) and Costa (1984) suggest Orat educators t€ach "of, for.
ond, about thinking" in all classrooms. Beyer (198?) sugests
the following criteria for making selections about thinking for
classroon instruction:
L Does the skill or stratery have frequent practical
application in the students' everyday, out-of-school
life?
Does the skill or stratery have frequent, practical
application in a number of subject areas?
Does Ore skill or strategy build on previously taught
thinking operations or lead to the developnent of
o0rer, more conplex operations?
Does the subject matter in which the operation is to be
taught lend itself to tea0hing the operation?
Can an understandable form of the skill or strategr be
mast€red relatively easily by the students, given their
degrees of readiness and experience? (p. ,lE).
The following is a list of thinking skills we utilize in
preparing for the basic comnunication course. (Itre Iist of
thinking skills is included in the oours€ guide, covered early
in the semester in the unit on critical thinking, and referred
to throughout the semester.) Ttrhile not exhaustive, it is a
helpful stimulus for determining what to include in teach-
ing of, for, and about thinking. AII educators are urged
todetermine their own expectations for their students. It
may also be helpful to the shrdents to have a copy of the in-
stnrctor's list of thinking skills as a reference for activities
and dissussions.
6.
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List of lbinking Skills Most Needed
in the Basic Communication Course
Concentration Skills
Attending
Concentrating
Focusing
Seeking Information
Infornation-Gaining Skills
Listening to information
hocessing infomation
Note-taking
Questioning
Organizing infomation into some schemata
Responding to one s intuition
Critical Thhling/Critioal Ltstening llkille
Discriminating (sounds, words, concepts, ideas)
Analyzing
Classifying
Categorizing
Evaluating
Deternining relationships
Questioning
Identifring main ideas
Distinguishing between fact and opinion
Drawing inferences (inductive and deductive reasoning)
IdentiSing signifi cant details
Following soquenoe
Relatingnew to olil
Relating infomation to personal ideas
Relating information to penonal values
Making congtructive commentdcriticisns
Knowing what specific information to utilize
Knowing when to use specific information
188
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UsingTrial and snor
Comparing
Contrasting
Synthesizing
Applyrng
Ctystallizing
hedicting outcomes
Hlpothesizing
Following one's intuitions to see where they lead
Boelmnee ekille
Responding verbally
Responding nonverbally
Knowingwhen torespond
Writing notes
hwidingfeedback
A{iusting
Judging the vatidity of information
Judging the sufi ciency of information
Judging the ethics of the speaher
Judgingthe worth of theinfomation
Identiling the sihration or message
Imagining
Testing the validity of arguments
Testing the validity ofreasoning
Testing the possibilities
Determining whether or not the intuitions provide the
appnopriate infomation
Instmctors are enoouaged to determine their ovm lists of
thinking skills/operations based upon the needs of the
curriculum, the students, and the situation. Teachers should
determine what the students know and can do before
attempting to teach specific thinking skills or strategies. Ihe
research in thinking is inconclusive as to how many thinking
skills there are, and which are the most important. The
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thinking experts ssem to agree, however, that choosing the
thinking skills to be covered in any classroon should be made
on the basis of the kinds of thinking the teacher believes
shrdents will need in situations both inside and outside the
classroom.
COGIYTIION AND METACOGNMON
T[re need to difrerentiate between cognitive and meta-cog-
nitive skills. When teachers teach of thinking (teach shrdents
what thinking is, or, discusdprcvide the labels for the kinds of
thinking being utilized), and for thinking (teaching students
why they use certain kinds of information and reject other
information), we are teaching cognitive skills. Ttlhen teachers
teach metaaognition, they teach people to think about their
own thinking. Tlthen shrdents are metacognitively effective,
they are aware of how they'think, why they think, and what
has gone into the thinking prooess. Shrdents can be objective
and reflective about their ability to think when they reflect
upon what thinking took place (an activity which most of us
take for granteO. Metacognition allows thinkers to know how
they can and do think and how they make meaning from the
world arourd them. Metacognition allows thinkers to inter-
nalize things. Students would probably be more proficient in
their transfer of thinking from one area to another if we en-
couraged them to think about what went into the thinking
prosess 
-before, during, and after each thinking act. Flavell(1976) says there are three aspects of metacognition: plan.
ning, nonitoring, and assosslng. Metacognition can be
likened to the director's role in setting up the basic course: the
direstor first considers the eonrse and what it should cover,
and then plans the best approach. Secondly, the course direc-
tor oversees the corrrse as it is being taught and considers
what is working well and what needs to be improved. After
the academic tern is completed, the course director evaluates
the strengths and weaknesses and deternines what addi-
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tions, deletions, or changes are needed. llhus, the crrrricular
prosess may be likened to the metacognitive prosess, because
it, too, is alnost second nahrre. Just as thinking may be sec-
ond nature to the students, most fasulty members do not
spend a great deal of time thinking about the thinking
involved in their cgurses. Shrdents, however, must be taghi
to internalize their thinking if we want them to be more efrec-
tive thinkers. Even in advanced undergraduate and early
graduate classes, we have all found critical thinking to be a
rare commodity. tlho among us has not bemoaned students,
inability to'nderstand what is involved in an analysis of the
problem? In debriefing sessions, we can fosus on metacogni_
tion by asking students how they courd have prevented ler-
tain problems and how they might approach a similar prob_
lem in the fut're. Tllhen inetructors fosus on metacognition,
students and teachers alike will becone more ooncerned with
the process of thinking even though something (a product) is
created, a pap€r is completed, or a task is completed. lVhen
the classroom becomes obviously process-oriented, more
thinking takes place, students internalize the infomation and
the process and can thus make connestions between that class
exersise or activity and other situations.
AIYAPPNOACE TO TEACHING THII\KNG
Earlier, we said that each instnrctor needs to determine
Ore approach most appropriate for all individuals in the class-
room. this necessitates a view of the variety of learning styles
students and the instnrctor bring to the classroon. Each stu-
dent learns differently but there are specific patterns to learn-
ing. Teachers should recognize that a variety of teaching
strategies and activities are generally most helpful for the
mqiority of students.lhe morc the instructor allows studenLs
to have ownership of the class through interactive sbategies,
the more likely the shrdent is to stay "tuned in." Classroom
astivities should provide opportunities to obsorye the kinds of
BASIC COMMT'MCATION COI'RSE ATiINUAL 10
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thinking shrdents bring into the classroom sihration. ff shr-
dents already take effective notes, for example, there's no
need to cover that aspect. When shrdents do not wrderstand
what is involved in making predictions, the process needs to
be both modeled and explained. thinking is not something
easily assessed, so there should be opportunities for informal
evduation of student thinking and especially created oppor-
hrnities to try the thinking process without a fear of failure.
Students need to know the teacher's expectations. One
way to ensure this is to provide handouts or use overhead
transparencies so lists of thinking skills can be explored. fitis
becomes a handy reference for the shrdent in ensuing dissus-
sions of the thinlfng process. Activities in the class should
enable students to focus on the thinking skilldstrategies
expected. Students need to know why they are doing what
they are doing in the elassroom. thinking should not be
taught in isolation if internalization or transfer is the goal.
Instnrctors should let the students internalize the thinking
pr(rcess in which they, themselves, are engaged. Modeling the
thinking strategies is an effective reinforcement for the
teaching of, for, and about thinking.
Too often instr-ustors ask questions, wait one or two
seconds, and then re-phrase the question, ask another ques-
tion, or answer the question, without providing enough "wait
time" to actually think things through. If the process of
gfiinlring is emphasized, teachers will allow enough time for
the students to process the question and think througb pos-
sible responses. firis should be natural bcause we deal with
the communication process, but tm often a "product" becomes
too important. Instructors who continually remind their stu-
dents that the process is more important than the producf
and who provide opportunities for evaluating the process
rather than the product will allow students to believe that
thinking is, indeed, important.
As is the case with any effestive clarisroom strateggr,
thinking activities mustbe dissussed. Discussion should fosus
Voluoe 6, September 1993
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on both the cognitive and metacognitive aspects: (l) What
were t(3) Srhy did people make the choices they made? (4)
what was needed to arrive at a desision? (E) what would need
to be changed to accept some infomation over other iriforma-
tion? (6) slhat would the shrdent do difrerently next tine? (z)
where else night thie kind of thinking be uliHzed? Ttre in-
structor should help the shrdents see that the kinds of think-
ing engaged in for the class are necessary/helpfirualready re-quired in other classes and in other activitiegand sit'aiions
outside the classroom. Beninders to previous activities andprevious thinking fasilitates the retention and transfer ofthinking to other activities. constant reinforcenent ofthinking skills and strategies, and reminders of previous
activities allows the student to become fully cognizant of the
thinking prooess used thro-ghout the academicLrm. Even at
the college level, the teacher has to make ore connections for
students over what soems to be an inordinately long period oftime. When the reinforcement occurs constantly and
naturally, however, the st'dents begin to make the connec-
tions on their own.
A General Education Committee member (a faculty mem-
ber from another college and department within our univer-
sity) questioned how we approach the sritical thinking aspect
of the general education requirenents in the oral comm'ni-
cation courso. After examining the materials included in the
Guid.e to OraI Communicotion, he remarked that what we
provide is "good teaching."
Perhaps that really is the key to teaching thinking: to begod teachers, teaching well. And, for us, that means making
students aware of Oreir own thinking and how that thinking
can be used in other situations, both inside and ouLside the
classroom.
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ACTTVTfIES I1o PROMOTE fiIINKING
IN TEE BASIIC COT'RSE
The following mat€rials are included in our Gui.dB to Orol
Communintinntext, Different instructors use them in differ-
ing ways, but all report that the concept of critical thinking is
easier to approach with these materials. Students (and their
instructors) report greater satisfaction with practical mate-
rials than with toxtbook chapters. Shrdents seem to grasp the
practical application of the thinking process far easier than
they are able to deal with enth;rmemes, syllogisms, models of
arguments and fomal logic. firat is not to say that formal
reasoning should be avoided. Rather, it has been our experi-
ence that a fosus on the practical applications (making con-
nections) and metacognition is working for our students. We
have tested a variety of approaches to the teaching of thinking
over the past three years. During that time we've included at
Ieast six hours in stafr orientation sessions on the practical
approach to teaching students to think critically. In addition
to the August orientation, at least two hours are built into
stafr meetings during the each semester. Graduate teaching
assistants take the Comnunication Education Seminar and
are reguired to demonstrate and apply teaching strategies for
critical thinking in course units and in microteaching ses-
sions. Bloom's Taxonomy provides the basis for making the
graduate teaching assistant aware of higher order thinking
skills, and serves as a reminder of classroom objectives. We
have fowrd that asking shrdents to analSze, develop sriteria,
test criteria, provide evidence, justify, apply the concepts or
evaluate the concepts we cover in specific situations is not
enouglr. All stafrmembers have forurd that naking students
aware of how they think, and what they are doing pays divi-
dends. Our students do learn to make the connections on their
own.
139
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APPENDIXA
LINKNG LISTEMNG AND THINKNG
Listening and thinking are closely inter-related. Think
about the process of listening. What is involved? We hear
sounds, we interpret the soundg, and then we try to do some-
thing with the sounds and their interpretation. Just as there
are sinilarities between perception and listening and between
the spaking proesss and the listzning ptooess, there are simi-
larities between listening and thinking. What happens when
we think? What happens when YOU think about something?
Let's experiment for a moment. Read and complete each
section before moving on to the next paragraph, please.
'Ihink about that last question: What happens when you
think? Slhat happens firsf then wbat, then whal and, what
do you end up with? How did you get there? Writ€ down what
you think happens as you think in the space below.
Now, Iet's do a bit of problem solving: Identifr what you
consider to be the world's greatest invention. firen, in the
space provided, explain why you blieve that invention is the
greatest the world has known.
think about wbat happened when you had to deside what
the world's greatest invention is and why it is the greatest.
How did you arrive atyour desision? What was the process in
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which you were involved? Sthat kinds of thinking occ'rred?
How did you uss infornation? What information did you seek?
What infonnation did you reject? Why did you reject certain
bits? Why did you reject certain inventions? Ttrhy did you
finally choose the one invention you did? TVhat helped you
make Orat decision? How did you go about rationalizing your
desision? \lthat ore the justifications for that invention 
"" 
tt 
"gteatest in th,e world,? What other altornatives are there?
Wry? Why did you reject the alternatives?
Explain your thinking (Provide answers) here:
Compare your answers f"om what you thougbt thinking
was like to what actually happened when you had to make a
solve a "problem" how similar were your answers? How
different?
Now, compare the whole thinking prooess to the commu-
nication process. Where are the similarities there? Sfhat are
the differences? How similar is the thinking process and the
listening process?
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In the examples here, you had to read, think, ild
respond. As a listener, you hear, listen, think, and respond.
Onaprimaf@ie basis (on the face of things), you can see the
similarities. Do those similarities go deeper than that? fitis
writer believes they do. firinking is or slwuld' 6e involved in
everything we do. But, then, so should speaking, listening,
and questioning. ffwe wish to be efrective in whatever we do,
we must take every oppoftunity to improve upon and utilize
our Gommunication/thinking skills. The purpose of the
exersises here are to get you to thhk about the whole prooess.
If youll carefully respond and then think about what youve
written and what you've done, you will have made progress
toward utilizing the listening-thinking connection. Carefully
Iook over the MZETACOGMTION handout in this packet. Pay
careful attention to the diagram on the fourth page. The
teaching learning process utilizes speaking, listening,
questioning and thinking skills as well as other teaching-
Iearning strategies. ffyou think abouthow those circles move
together and apart in various learning situations, you'll
realize that the skills are inseparable, but we must be aware
of Orem, and we must understand when, where, and how to
use those skills in all facets of our lives.
fui efrective and efficient listener is utilizing his or her
questioning skills, listening skills, and thinking skills, and
then is able to apply the skills and the results of using them
to whatever situation is being faced at the moment. The
student who is aware of what is happening during the process
is the one who will be able to use the information and the
thinking and be able to opply it to a variety of situations
throughout her or his life 
- 
not just in an activity in this
class, but in everything she or he does.
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APPENDIX B
MEIACOGMTION:
IEINrINGABOI'TTHINKNG
In the past decade or more, in virtually every educational
report, and every suryey of what businesses expect of their
employees, three competencies have been identified: speaking,
listening, and thinking. (See Figure 1.) firese competencies
are the focus of much of what we do in Oral Communication,
50:023, and much of what is required of us in our roles as
friends, family members, workers and citizens. Since these
areas a{r well as an awareness of a changing world are issues
ofconcern for all people, we have put together several packets
to supplement readings and class discugsions.
A United States Labor Department Commission in July,
1991, issued a report urging the nation's schools tat all levelsl
to concentrate "on five learning areas of increasing impor-
tance in the workplace" [see'TVorkplace Skills" from the U.S.
Labor Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skiilsl.
Many of the areas are covered in this course; for exanple,
"working with colleagues in teams and other settings; using
and evaluating. information; understanding systems;
listening; speqking; an aray of thinking skills, including
creative thinking, desision making and problem solving, and
such personal qualities as responsibility, self-esteem,
sociability, self-management and integrity." (Peterson, Ios
Angeles Timcs. Dl, 7-3-91).
Many of the gernpetoncy areas cit€d by the Labor De-
partment are skills and operations we thinkwe already know.
Unfortunately, we may know that theso competencies are im-
portant, but we don't really give them much thought in our
pursuit of an education. Instead, we tend to concentrate on
"what is needed to do well on the exam" or "what is needed to
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The Relationship
of Speaking, Listening and Thinking
in the Learning Process
MelisaL.kall,uM
Questlonlng
both
Students'
and
Teacherc'
Figure f
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fire u.s. Labor secretary's commission on Achieving necessary
skills released a report T\resday describing five learning o""" of
increasing importance in the workplace. fireir development depends
on a foundation of more basic abilities.
lte Foundation
. Baeia: Reading, writing, mathematics, speaking and listening.
. Thin&ing: CYeativit5r, making decisions, solving problems, seeing
things in the minds eye, knowing how to learn, reasoning.
o Personal qualitie: Responsibility, self-esteem, sociability,. self-
management and integrity.
.Iob Skills
. Beeourcos: Allocating time, money, naterials, space and stafr.
. Infornation: Acquiring and evaluating data, organizing and
maintaining files, interpreting and communicating ana using
computers to process information
' systene: understanding Bocial, organizational and technological
systems, nonitoring and conecting perforznance and designing or
inpmving systems.
o TechnoloX5n Selecting eguipment and tools, applying tecbnologl
to specific tasks and maintaining and troubre-shooting tech-
nologies.
source: u.s. Labor secretary's co'mission on AchieviagNecessary shlls
148 Tachitq Cri.tical Thi&ing
(ftom the Ios Angeles, Time,July B, 1991, p. D?.)
get an "A" in the course. Too often we forget that the material
we study is at least perceived to be valuable for most people.
AIso, our teachers sometimes forget that the object of educa-
tion is to provide opportuities for students to move from one
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place to another in oriler to help people learn how to do what
and where to go to get answers, not to fill up minds just for
an exam.
Thinking skills and operations are, by this time, almost
autonatic. we just do what we have to do, and don't really
give much thought to what happens when we think. If we
concentrate on what we think about, how we think, and what
happens when we thiDk, we ean improve our thinking greatly.
Even more importantln we san learn to use that same king of
thinking in other situations. Only when we become aware of
how we think, why we think, what desisions have gone into
the thinking process, md what and why we selected or
eliminated available alternatives can we become "better
thinkers." Students have to take advantage of the thinking
opportunities provided them if they are to nake the transfer
from classroom to other situations.
Metacognition is a word which refers to how one thinks
about thinking. What we ask people to do when thinking
about their thinking is to figuratively step back and observe
our own thinking. Sle must reflect upon the thinking we do,
before, during and after the ast of thinking. Ttrink about
the problem-solving proosss. lhere aro many "steps" in solv-
ing a problem, but the basic elements according to Flavell(1986) and other thinking experts are: planning, monitor-
ing gnd asseeslng.
Planni.g means that we anallze the situation and decide
what we will do and how we will approach the problem. We
engege in any numbr of thinking operations and skills to do
this. We may focus our attention on the elements involved in
the problem, then we nay ask questions, listen to informa-
tion,lookfor significant details, process infomation, make in-
ferences, draw comparisons, look for contrasts, evaluate the
evidence, make predictions, ereate hypotheses, and predict
possible solutions.
As we continue to work on finding a solution to the prob
lem(s) we monitor what we're doing. Some of the same think-
r49
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ing skills come into play in this operation. And we may fur-
ther relate new and old information, relate information to
personal values/views, look for significant details, try to iden-
tify sequence, make a{iustments, look for relationships, de-
termine when we use specific infomation, and synthesize the
evidence and the reliability of the solutions we've begrur to de-
temine. We constantly monitor ourselves by asking such
questions as "How am I doing? How can I gdt (x) to happen?
firis isn't working. I'll try this approach. yes, this is better.
We'rs checking, a{usting, changing, throwing out, seeking
additional information, finding new approaches: we,re moni-
toring the rethinking (even if automatic pilot has taken over
the controls).
Once a solution or series ofsolutions have been generated,
the thinker mugt agsess whether or not she or he has found
the best solution and the most effective response to the
problem. Any number of the thinking skills utilized earlier
may be brought into play for this aspect of the thinking
process. The thinker continues to make judgments about the
problem, the solution/s, and the beet or most effective
means of implenenting the solution/s. We assess not only
whether or not the approach we took for this particular
problem was best, but we also need to think about how we can
use this process for another situation. Again, we mentally
calculate how we would change the approach in a sinilar
situation.
In a face-to-face communication, we respond to feedback
to detcrmine whether or not we're getting through. As a part
of the assessing that goes into our thinking, we should con-
sider not only whether or not we're "getting through" but also,
"how effective was my thinking in this situation" and, 'trow
can I uso this process in another situation, at another time?"
Flavell (1986) indicates that we are using metacognitive
skills when:
l. we take note of what we have trouble learning,
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?* we rcmind onrselves to do'ble-check somethingbefore
we acoeptitasfact,
3. we remind ourselvos to scrutinize each alternative in
a multiple-choice testbeforre selecting an answer,
4 we sense that it is important to writ€ something down
before we forget it, and,
5. we have INTROSPECTION (looking inside ourselves
and our minds to figure out what and how we're
thinking, and what kinds of thinking skills we're
using), RETROSPECTION (looking back to see what
we've done and evaluating whether or not we're on the
right track, or what additional information we need),
and FUTIjRESPtsCIION (thinking abouthow we might
use this process in the future, in another situation or
for another problem, or when we think about how we
can prevent certain problems and how to approach
prcblems in the future).
Margaret Donaldson (1978) gave us a view of what is
needed in educational systems:
"[the shrdents] should learn to turn langpage and
thought in upon thensolves. ltey nust direct their own
thought processoE in a thoughtful mann€r. firey must
become able not just to talk, but to choose what they will
say, not just to interpret but to weigh possible
interpretations (90) [emphasis added by t]ris authorl. . .. If a
[ghrdent] is goingto control and directhidtrer own t]rinking,
. . . dtre must become conscious of it" (96) .
NEFERENCES
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APPEI\IDIX C
QrrEsTroNrNc STn AIEGTES
FOR THINKING SITJDENTS
Questioning skills are among the most important skills in
the classroom, for students and for their teachers. In the
communication classroom questions are particularly impor_
tant because the effective listener, the effective thinker,the
effective comm'nicator must all utilize questions as a way of
making sense of the commrurication process if they are to ap-
ply knowlefue and understanding to themselves and their
lives.
Questions are more than just asking a question or making
a query. Questions help us make sense of the world around
us, especially if we ask qtrestions and find answers. We ask
questions to clariS our understanding of concepts, to make
sure that we got Ore requirenents of an assignmenN to make
sure that we understand what another is saying, and, we
should also ask questions to get further into natters than we
often do. Students who are constantly learning should be the
ones who ask many questions, Unfortunately, the educational
process has not always encouraged the use ofquestions by
students. this writer remembers n'merous times fron the
primary grades through graduate school when ghe got'into
trouble" with the teacher because she asked too many ques-
tions. (Is it any wonder that she now believes that one can
never ask too many questions in soarch of knowledge?) eues-
tioning ourselves, whether mentally or aloud, helps us to re-
veal our thoughts and feelings to otrrselves and to others.
Learning to use questioning strategies and developing our
questioning skills helps us to become "sritical thinkers." Criti-
cal thinkers do more than just deal with the basic content of
something. Cridcal thinkers uso questions to facilitate the in-
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tellechral prosess so that they can use and apply infomation
and knowledge not just to one class, one activif, or one thing,
but to a variety of situations in their lives. Critical thinkers
who question and find answers are the people who leam to in-
tegrate information, explore topics, argue points of view, in-
teract effectively with others, and LEARI{.
Many of you have doubtless heard of Benjamin Bloom's
"Taxonomy of Learning." Bloom identifies a hierarchy of
learning moving from (l) basic knowledge (recall), to (2)
comprehension, to (3) application, to (4) analysis, to (5)
synthesis, and finally to (6) evaluetion. You can't move up the
hierarchy unless you have the basic knowledge, frrst, but
there's not a real soquense otherwise. You may, for exanple,
ask a question which helps you establish what's going on, and
then ask a question which allows you and the person of whom
you ask the question to evaluate something. A third question
might allow you to apply knowledge. firere's nothing wrong
with that kind of configuration, but you can't move anywhere
unless you know first know what is being discussed. These
guidelines are merely suggestions and do not imply that
people asking questions have to move from recall questions up
the hierarchy. ff one does not understand the basic concept,
however, she orhe will bo unable either to effectively phrase a
question or rmderstand an answer designed to move into the
higher levels of ftinking. trrhat is importanf instead, is that
we begin to actively seek ways to improve our questioning
skills,learn new questioning strategies so that we can be the
most efrestive communicatordthinkerJlearnenr we can be.
Iet's look at some of the ways we can begrn to work on our
quectioning sFategies.
I If you re not sure of what someone is saying or what
you're reading, ask a question. "I'm not sure I under-
stand you Are you saying. . . ?" In thts clascmm,
there ane no dunb questions. How can we learn
rurless we ask questions?
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2. Allow yourself to think about and come to terms with
the material being covered. An immediate response,
either to another s question, or to another,s statementis not required. Thinking takes time. phrasing
questions takes time. Use your time wisely, and don't
worry about speed or lack Orereofl
3. Be flexible. Listen carefully and think about whatyou
need to know so that you can ask questions that will
help you be a more effective communicator/listener/
thinker/questioner.
4" Don't be afraid to ask questions that nake others
think. In other words, take some risks. In this com-
munication classroom we're not going to get upset
with you for asking a question that moves beyond the
factual areas -- we eneourage you to ask questions
which allow you (and us) trs comprehend, apply, ana-
lyze, synthesize, and to evaluate. We'lI conmend you
for helping ua move to higher levels of thinking, too.
5. Tty out the questioning process in the dyads and
small groups in which you worh in this class, and in
other situations. Listen carefirlly to what's being said
in class, in discussions, in presentations, and mentally
apply that information to other situations. How does
it fit? Where mi$t it fit? What additional infomation
do you need to have? Where can you find the needed
infomation? How wiil this apply to something some-
what similar but not exadly the same thing?
6. Ask questions that let others know that you were
listening and that you are thinking about what you
heard. Instead of asking, 'T-hat did you tell us?" or,
'TVhat was the assignment?" or, 'What is it you want
us to do?' (questions which imply that you were NoT
listening), ask questions such as: "Does thatnean you
want us to come up with three alternatives?" or,
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'\llhat if we can only find two alternatives?" or some-
thing similar. Do you see the difference in the ques-
tions? The first type of question asks what another
said and the second (better) type ofquestion tests for
understanding or allows the person being questioned
to see that you're not sure of the consequences.
Listen to others' questions and the answers they
receive. Ttris will help you focus on what is being
asked and how it is being applied.
Take every opportwrity to ask questions, either
silently of yourself, silently asking others, or verbally
asking questions aloud, in class, in disctrssions, as you
watch television, hear a speaker, or talk with friends.
Asking questions helps you clari& yonr own thoughts
and those of others. Asking questions helps you to
know what it is you're thinking.
Give yourself time! Asking the "right" kinds of
questions isn't easy. It involves perhaps different
kinds of thinking skills than you've had an
opportunity to utilize very often before. Remember
thatyoull getbetter with pmctice.
Ttre objective is to ask questions that will help you
learn more.'
rFrrrr:F!rrFrt**rr*!r***t****!r**,t*!t!F***!r****,r**,r************!r*,r
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SAI}TPI.E PNOBI,EM STTT'AIION(ftom Cbristenbuqy and Kelly, t9&9):
A husband and wife drive to work together each day.
Ttreir office is a half-hour drive fron their house, but each
night they leave work at E:@ and don't reach their house
until6:30. srtry?
Generate a list of questions to help you solve this logic
problem.
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